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Just as the man was stunned by Gilbert’s counter-attack, Gilbert grabbed the man by 
the collar and swiftly dragged him along. The man in black struggled with all his might, 
but to no avail. He was thus at a loss for words. 

Thud! Gilbert unceremoniously tossed the man ahead. The latter landed before Kai and 
was pinned to the ground by Gilbert, who stepped on his back. 

The man in black glanced at Kai with horror in his eyes. “Answer me. Why are you 
getting in our way? Have you already discovered the ruins?” asked Kai, looking at the 
man in black. 

Although the man in black was terrified, he still refused to speak, clenching his mouth 
shut firmly. Looks like he’s planning to keep resisting till the end. 

Seeing how determined the man was, Kai sneered and casually traced out some runes 
in the air. 

“Heart Eater!” 

Glowing spots then appeared mid-air in a flashi before slowly entering the man’s body. 
Flaxseed looked enviously at how Kai could draw charms like this with ease. 

“Ah!” Soon, the man in black screamed in pain while trembling all over. He felt like 
countless ants were crawling around his body, gnawing on his internal organs. 

“Fine! I’ll talk! I’ll talk!” The man in black could not take the torture. Just as he was about 
to speak, his head suddenly exploded. 

Kai frowned and looked at what was left of the man’s head. “D*mn it. This one has been 
hexed!” 

He didn’t expect foreign sects to also have a practice of hexing their subordinates’ 
minds as a fail-safe to prevent them from betraying the sect. 

“Gilbert, capture another one,” ordered Kai. Gilbert nodded and disappeared in a flash. 

Joel and Danny, who were barely holding on amid the frenzied battle, sensed an aura 
encircling them before capturing one of the men in black and disappearing once more. 

Right then, only a few men in black were left. fighting Danny and Joel. Despite noticing 
that their comrades were being whisked away, they could spare no manpower to 
attempt a rescue. 



The man who was captured was obviously panicking, and the fear was evident in his 
eyes. Kai said nothing. All he did was place a hand on the man in black’s head. Spiritual 
energy surged into the man’s head and immediately broke the curse in his mind. 

It was only after lifting the curse that Kai asked, “Who are you? Why are you getting in 
our way? Have you already discovered the ancient ruins?” 

This time, the man in black did not hesitate to answer. “We’re disciples of Flaming Sect, 
and we serve Mr. Alex. We were ordered to either dispose of the people who came in 
search of the ancient ruins, or find ways to force them to give up because we had 
already discovered the ruins ages ago. We had also been here for a few months now.” 

When Kai heard this, his heart sank. They’ve been here for a few months. I wonder 
what’s left of the ancient ruins for us to discover. “What have you guys been doing in the 
ancient ruins for a few months?” 

Kai did not understand why they lingered in the ancient ruins for months when they 
could’ve left after emptying the whole place. “We have been building an altar made of 
crystals.” 

The man in black dared not conceal anything. “An altar made of crystals? What purpose 
does it serve?” 

Kai was quite curious. The man in black shook his head. “I’m not sure of this. Only Mr. 
Alex knows.” 

Kai noticed that the man in black was merely a lackey who did not know much inside 
information. Thus, he reached out and ended the man’s life with a single punch. 

After all, Kai was not the type to court trouble by keeping his enemies alive. “Gilbert, go 
help out and rescue that handbell guy. I reckon he may be of use to us.” 

Given that Kai did not know what the altar was for, it was likely that Joel knew its 
intended purpose. 
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Gilbert nodded and leaped into the air. At that moment, Joel and Danny were on the 
verge of breaking down, and they were holding on for dear lives. 

Right then, Gilbert appeared, threw a few casual punches, and killed all the men in 
black just like that. Danny was extremely grateful to Gilbert after seeing the latter kill all 
the men in black without breaking a sweat. 



“Thank you! Thank you for helping us!” Danny uttered gratefully. However, Joel 
remained quiet, and he looked utterly embarrassed. Evidently, he was too ashamed to 
speak. 

“It was an order from Mr. Chance. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have helped you guys.” With 
that, Gilbert turned around and walked toward Kai. 

From the beginning, Gilbert had been unhappy with Joel’s method of doing things. 

Danny then brought Joel with him toward Kai. Since they were both injured, they 
wouldn’t be able to make it far if they didn’t follow Kai and his companions. 

“Thank you for your help, Mr. Chance: We… We…” Danny wanted to express his 
gratitude toward Kai, but he didn’t know what else to say After all, everyone was well 
aware of the way Flaming Sect treated Kai and the rest. 

Meanwhile, Joel was still hanging his head wordlessly in shame. “I have a question for 
you. Does Flaming Sect like to build altars that are made of crystals?” Kai asked Danny. 

Danny looked confused. Although he knew some things about Flaming Sect, his 
knowledge was limited. After all, Flaming Sect is secretive. I wouldn’t know anything 
that they don’t allow me to know! 

Joel, on the other hand, who had been keeping his head lowered all this while, suddenly 
lifted his head in disbelief when he heard about altars made of crystals. 

He sounded horrified when he voiced, “Altars made of crystals? Could it be that they’re 
trying to summon demons?” 

“Summoning demons? What’s going on? Be more specific, will you?” Kai asked. 

Joel took a deep breath and answered, “There’s a legend in Flaming Sect. Whoever 
builds an altar made of crystals would be able to summon the demons from 
underground. The person would also need a scepter with spiritual power. 

As soon as a person has summoned the demons, the demons would then give the 
summoner their powers. In other words, the summoner would become a new demon 
himself and rule hell. By then, the whole world will probably be in turmoil.” 

As Joel was explained, his body trembled violently as if he was talking about something 
horrifying. 

“Summoning demons? As if that’s real! I bet they’re just using an arcane array to absorb 
the spirits underground. I suppose that altar is an arcane array, and the scepter is a 
switch to activate the arcane array! There are no such things as demons! All they’re 



about to summon is nothing more than spirits and negative energy from the 
underground,” Flaxseed uttered disdainfully. 

“Demons do exist! You guys are going to suffer the consequences if you don’t believe 
it!” said Joel, firmly believing in the possibility that altars could summon demons. 

“That’s enough, We’ll find out if that’s true after checking it out. Since we know they’ve 
already built an altar, you’ll be able to track them down, right?” Kai asked Joel. 

Joel nodded and started chanting. Suddenly, the bronze handbell in his hand started 
shaking on its own. 

The bronze handbell would shake every time they walked a certain distance. Joel would 
then choose the direction of travel according to the frequency of the shaking bronze 
handbell. 

Soon, they were about to arrive on the peak of the mountain. Meanwhile, in the ancient 
ruins, Alex was wearing an elated expression as he looked at the tall altar. 

At that moment, he was holding a scepter inlaid with gemstones in one hand and a 
crystal in the other. All that was left to do to complete the construction of the altar was to 
place the crystal in his hand on the altar. 
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“Mr. Alex, Princess Anne has been brought here,” said one of the men in black to Alex. 
“Bring her in,” Alex ordered flatly. Soon, Anne was brought in. However, her eyes were 
shut, and it was obvious that she was unconscious. 

Andrew was right next to Anne, and he looked calm. Although he wasn’t constrained, 
her wasn’t resisting either. 

While looking at the unconscious Anne, Alex caressed her face and uttered, “As 
expected of a princess. Look at her alluring cheeks! Once the demons possess her, 
she’s going to rule the country as the queen. I, on the other hand, will be the queen’s 
right-hand man.” 

Alex’s eyes were filled with his hunger for power. Instead of being just a priest for the 
royal family, he wanted to possess ultimate power. 

However, in Seneris, regardless of how strong one was, only a person from the royal 
family was allowed to rule the country. Therefore, he needed to use Anne’s royal blood 
to rule the entire Seneris. 



As for Harold, he was merely Alex’s pawn. Once the demons possessed Anne, Alex 
would kill Harold, for the latter would be of no use to Alex by then. 

By then, Anne would be the queen, and Alex would be the queen’s lover and gain 
ultimate influence. “Mr. Alex, now that I’ve brought Princess Anne to you, can you 
release my wife and my kid?” Andrew asked expressionlessly. 

“You’ve done well, Andrew. Not only did you bring Princess Anne to me, but you’ve also 
stopped Prince Harold from assassinating her. Well done! Don’t worry. Your wife and 
kid are doing well. Just keep serving me, and you’ll become the chief guard of the entire 
royal family in the future.” Alex gave Andrew an approving look. 

However, it seemed as though Andrew wasn’t interested in becoming a chief guard. “I 
just want to bring my family away. I’ve wronged and betrayed Princess Anne and Duke 
Ross’ trust. Hence, I can’t possibly stay by their side. I j I just want you to release my 
family, and I’ll go. somewhere far away with them.” 

Andrew was the duke’s most loyal guard. That was why Ross had instructed him to 
protect Anne. 

However, Alex had kidnapped Andrew’s wife and kid, so Andrew was forced to lure 
Anne to the ancient ruins by lying to her that King of Herbs was there, and that he could 
save Ross. 

In other words, he had to lie to Anne in order to save his own family. If he hadn’t 
bumped into Kai and the others, he would’ve brought Anne to Alex much earlier. 

“As I’ve said, don’t worry. Once everything goes according to my plan, I’ll surely release 
your family.” Alex then waved his hand across. Anna’s forehead, waking the princess 
up.. 

When Anne slowly opened her eyes and saw Alex and the men in black surrounding 
her, she was stunned. 

“Andrew, where are we? Why are the members of Flaming Sect here?” Anne was 
panicking because she knew Alex was one of Harold’s men. Harold is currently after 
me, so Alex surely also wants me dead. 

However, instead of answering Anne, Andrew lowered his head and kept mum. 

“Don’t be afraid, Princess Anne. I’m not going to hurt you. I invited you here because I 
want you to become the true ruler. Your brother, Prince Harold, wants me to kill you, but 
I’m not going to listen to him. I’m willing to serve you, Princess Anne. You’re the only 
person who can rule Seneris.” Alex spoke in a gentle tone because he was afraid that 
Anne would get startled and do something rash. 



“No. I don’t want to be the ruler. King of Herbs is why I’m here. I need him to save my 
father. I’m not after power.” Anne shook her head. 
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“Princess Anne, there is no King of Herbs here. If you want to save your father, you 
must heed my words. Once you have the power, you will not only be able to save your 
father but even resurrect him, if you so desire,” Alex said. 

Anne was stumped. She cast a blank look at Andrew and asked, “What is going on, 
Andrew? There’s no King of Herbs here?” 

She had only taken the risk to come here because Andrew told her so. After all, Andrew 
was the guard whom she trusted the most. In fact, he was the only person she trusted. 

However, right then, Andrew kept his head low and dared not look at her, nor did he 
dare to make a peep. At the sight of his demeanor, Anne finally had an inkling of what 
was going on. 

Devastated by the betrayal, Anne bellowed, “Andrew, you lied to me, right? Why? Why 
did you lie? Say something…” She punched her trusted guard repeatedly in 
exasperation. 

With a plop, Andrew dropped to the ground on his knees. “Princess Anne, I am sorry. I 
had no other choice. My wife and children are in Alex’s hands. I can only listen to him…” 

Anne’s body shook from boiling fury. Her eyes were filled with despair. Not only was her 
brother after her, but her most trusted warrior had also betrayed her. All of a sudden, 
she felt that her life was meaningless. 

“Princess Anne, always remember that in this world, your own strength is the only thing 
your can truly rely on. Therefore, you must focus on improving yourself. And now, I’m 
here to offer you an opportunity to do just that…” 

Then, Alex signaled two men in black aside to carry Anne to the altar. After tying Anne 
to the stone pillar in the middle of the altar, the two men in black left. 

Meanwhile, Alex slowly walked up to the altar, carrying a crystal in his hand. There was 
an opening at the edge of the altar for the crystal. 

The altar would be officially complete once the crystal was in place. Alex carefully 
placed the crystal in the opening. 



With a loud hum, the entire altar emitted a dazzling light, and then, like flashes of 
lightning, the light began to flicker continuously above the ancient ruins. 

The entire snow mountain started to rumble. “Hahaha… I’ve finally done it… Come 
midnight, demons will finally grace the earth with their presence…” 

Alex let out a raucous laughter like a madman. Andrew was filled with guilt as he looked 
at Anne, who was tied to a pillar on the altar. 

However, now that things had come to this, there was no turning back. He had no other 
choice left. 

Boom! The snow-capped mountain shook again, and the snow started collapsing. 
“What’s happening? Is it an earthquake?” Danny asked anxiously when he felt the 
tremor. 

None of them would be able to walk out of there alive if it was an earthquake. 

“D*mn it! That traitor has completed the altar. We have to find the entrance to the 
ancient ruins before midnight! Otherwise, we’re all doomed when he succeeds in 
summoning demons,” Joel said with a grim look. 

However, before they could finish their words, a loud rumble suddenly erupted, and they 
saw avalanches happening all over the snow mountain! 

The snow that had been covering the mountain collapsed extensively, exposing the 
brown rocks beneath. 

After some time, the mountain finally stopped rumbling. However, the top of the 
mountain was no longer covered in snow, and the large rocks underneath were 
revealed. 

“Can we locate the entrance to the ancient ruins without the snow?” Kai asked Joel. 

“Yes.” Joel nodded. The bronze handbell in his hands suddenly shook violently, sending 
sound waves that enveloped the entire mountaintop. 

Sensing Joel’s presence, Alex, who was in the ancient ruins, furrowed his brows. “Why 
is the blind geezer here?” “Omar!” Alex shouted. 
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Soon, a tall and burly man appeared in front of Alex. The man, Omar, was covered 



entirely in long hair like a wild man. The look on Andrew’s face stiffened when he saw 
Omar. 

It was apparent that he knew Omar. Andrew knew for a fact that Omar was a brave 
warrior among the Werebears. Hence, it was surprising that the latter was subjugating 
himself to Alex. 

“Mr. Alex, what can I do for you?” Omar asked with one knee on the ground. 

“Someone’s broken in. Get some men and block the entrance. Do not let anyone break 
through the final Mountain Defense Formation,” Alex ordered. “Understood,” Omar 
replied. 

With that, he gathered some men and left to carry out the order. Alex looked at Andrew 
and said, “Andrew, you tag along as well. The safety of your wife and children depends 
on whether you’re loyal to me.” 

Helpless, Andrew could only trail behind Omar. 

Right then, Joel had already led Kai and the others to the entrance of the ancient ruins. 
They were greeted by the sight of a deep, dark cave that extended downwards.. 

If it weren’t for the avalanche, locating the entrance would be akin to finding a needle in 
a haystack. “Since we’ve found the entrance, we can finally head inside,” Gilbert 
remarked. 

He was the first to approach the entrance. However, a flash of bright light appeared 
when he got near, and the massive force of rebound energy threw him back. 

Immediately after, they saw something resembling a glass cover, constantly shimmering 
with radiance while rows of runes flashed continuously. 

“D*mn it! Why is there an arcane array?” Gilbert cursed. 

He didn’t expect that the entrance would be guarded by an arcane array. Moreover, this 
arcane array was much stronger, so much so that it managed to send Gilbert flying 
immediately. 

“Looks like they’re indeed cautious since they’ve even set up an arcane array at the 
entrance,” Kai commented as he narrowed his eyes. 

Just as Kai was about to dismantle the array, over a dozen people came walking out of 
the entrance. The leader of the group had a muscular figure, and his body was covered 
in long hair. 



The hairy man was none other than Omar, a Martial Arts Marquis! Kai felt much relieved 
when he saw people coming out of the ancient ruins. 

As long as they were still inside the ancient ruins, they couldn’t escape. However, 
Andrew lowered his head awkwardly when he spotted Kai and the others. 

Stumped, Kai widened his eyes in disbelief at the sight of Andrew. Kai took a few steps 
forward and asked Andrew, “Andrew, why are you here? Where’s Anne?” 

Even though Andrew was right before him, they were still separated by the arcane 
array. Andrew kept his head low and said nothing, for he did not know how to explain 
himself to Kai. 

However, Andrew’s expression instantly revealed to Kai what was going on. Filled with 
rage, Kai queried, “Andrew, you betrayed Anne, didn’t you? Is Anne captured? Is she 
inside the ancient ruins?” 

“No. I didn’t… They took my wife and children. L… I had no other choice. I really had no 
other choice!” Andrew shook his head in agony and roared as he attempted to explain 
himself to Kai through the array. 

However, Kai refused to listen to any word Andrew had to say. He regretted leaving 
Anne behind to rest and. having Andrew protect her. “If anything happens to Anne, all of 
you will be dead!” 

Kai narrowed his eyes, emitting a murderous aura that penetrated the arcane array, 
enshrouding Andrew and the group. 

Sensing the formidable aura, both Andrew and Omar were confounded and retracted a 
few steps back “How dare you trespass on this area? Leave now, and you might be 
spared. Otherwise, death is the only outcome!” Omar hollered. 

The Mountain Defense Formation emanated waves of terrifying pressure at that 
moment. 
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Kai and the others suddenly felt waves of energy rushing at them, causing Joel and 
Danny to instantly collapse to the ground as they could not withstand the might of such 
at powerful arcane array. 

When Omar saw Joel falling to the ground, he started laughing hysterically. “You 
useless blind old man! I can’t believe you had the audacity to come here instead of 
living out your elderly years at Flaming Sect.” 



The latter trembled with anger from the insult but could do nothing because the terrifying 
energy had immobilized him. In contrast, Kai merely smirked in response to Omar’s 
maniacal behavior. “Do you think a little arcane array can stop me?” 

As he said that, the Dragonslayer Sword suddenly appeared in his hand, and as soon 
as he raised it in the air, his terrifying spiritual energy surged exponentially. 

“Break!” Kai roared. Following that, a terrifying and ferocious aural instantly emanated 
from his body. 

Despite the arcane array that was separating them from Kai and company, Omar and 
the others could still feel the waves of imposing energy lingering in the air. 

Incredulity could be seen in Omar’s gaze. After all, he was a Werebear with the strength 
of a Martial Arts Marquis. His kind was superior to the average person, be it in strength 
or physique. 

Although the Mountain Defense Formation was between them, Kai’s terrifying aura 
seemed unhindered by it. As Omar looked on in bewilderment, Kai swung his 
Dragonslayer Sword. 

Boom! The earth-shattering noise was followed by the trembling of the entire mountain, 
while Kai’s strike caused the arcane array to glow with streams of light and the glass-
like shield to show fine fissures. 

With that single strike, the energy coming from the Mountain Defense Formation 
instantly vanished, allowing Danny and Joel to slowly get up from the ground. 

Omar widened his eyes in utter disbelief at the sight of the cracks in the arcane array. 
After all, it had taken him a whole month and the depletion of countless crystals to set it 
up. 

Alex once claimed that not even hundreds of thousands of Martial Arts Marquis experts 
would be able to break it by force as it was impregnable. 

But a single strike from this person has made the arcane array full of cracks! At that 
moment, Omar was significantly less confident than when he first showed up. 

Not only did he not know whether the arcane array could withstand another strike, but 
he was also unsure whether he could defeat the young man before him. 

Just as Omar’s imagination began to run wild, Kai once again raised his Dragonslayer 
Sword, which had a golden dragon swirling around it. The next moment, he swung the 
blade, and the dragon attacked with a roar. 



Boom! The golden dragon turned into light specks and disappeared upon hitting the 
arcane array, which also vanished from the impact. Omar stared at the scene before 
him with his mouth agape in shock. 

Ignoring the stunned Omar, Kai marched toward Andrew with a livid expression, 
grabbed his collar, and lifted him off the ground. “Take me to Anna. If anything happens 
to her, you know the consequences…” 

He let go of Andrew as soon as he finished speaking, causing the latter to fall to the 
ground. Despite keeping silent, Andrew stood up, turned around, and headed toward 
the entrance of the ancient ruins. 

Omar was indignant when Kai ignored him because he had never experienced such 
disregard and humiliation as the warrior who carried the highest prestige among all 
Werebears. 

“How dare you ignore me, brat? Do you think I’m afraid of you…” 

As he spoke, Omar launched a strike at Kai. He exerted his full strength because he 
was aware of Kai’s considerable power, striking with a force that represented his 
Werebear warrior status. 

Kai furrowed his brows slightly. Without even sparing Omar a glance, he thrust his palm 
to meet the former’s attack. 

 


